How Else Can I Help Myself Meet My Needs, Wants, and Preferences?
Being human
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• The problem is in the bottom right-hand corner.
• The reality is that I need to do and say things to get my very human needs, wants, and preferences met and to receive the
benefits of having them met.
• The solution is in the top line. If I can become aware of “top-line” skills and implement them, I can find ways to help
myself get my wants, needs, and preferences met other than with automatic, negative response patterns that result in
negative, long-term consequences for me. Using skills frees me to pursue my wishes and aspirations.
*Feelings may be so intense that “flooding” occurs, overpowering the executive functions of the brain. The intensity creates a perception that the
feelings will be forever and never end. Even simply becoming aware that one is feeling flooded can cause the “pause” that reengages the “thinking”
functions of the brain.
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